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ABSTEtACT
Swaney, William R., M. S., Spring 1993 Wildlife Biology
Effects of predation on ground-nesting bird communities in northwestern Montana (53 
pp.)
Director: Daniel H. Pletscher
To assess the impacts of nest predators, especially striped skunks (Mephitis mephitis') 
on nongame ground-nesting birds, 2 separate areas of northwestern Montana were studied 
in 1991 and 1992. Skunks were removed in the Ninepipe and Kicking Horse area from 
1988 through 1992. No skunks were removed in the Pablo area. Nest numbers and 
nesting success were compared between the 2 areas. Nests were located using chain drags 
and cable-chain drags, scent stations were used as indices of predator abundance, and 
artificial nests were used to supplement natural nests for comparison between areas. I 
located 200 nests in the skunk removal area and 25 in the control area. I found 27.3 
nests/km^ of managed cover in the skunk removal area and 25.0 nests/km^ of managed 
cover in the control area. In pasture, I found 17.0 nests/km^ in the skunk removal area and 
8.5 nests/km^ in the control area. In alfalfa fields, I found 18.1 nests/km^ in the skunk 
removal area and 2.6 nests/km^ in the control area. Short-eared owls (Asio flammeusl 
were the dominant ground-nesting birds found in the skunk removal area, and western 
meadowlarks fStumella neglecta) were the second most numerous species found. Western 
meadowlarks and ring-necked pheasants (Phasianus colchicusi were the most numerous 
species found in the control area. Nest success in both areas for most species was fairly 
high, but small sample sizes in the control area call for cautious interpretation of those data. 
Predation accounted for the majority of failed nests in both areas. Due to the small size of 
most species’ eggs, nest predators were difficult if not impossible to identify, because few 
or no egg fragments remained at the nest in most instances of predation. Scent station data 
indicated more skunks and other predators in the control area than in the skunk removal 
area, and more artificial nests were lost to predation in the control area than in the skunk 
removal area. This study should be regarded as a baseline from which to further 
investigate ground-nesting bird communities in this area.
u
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INTRODUCTION
Predation is one of the major causes of nest losses in songbirds (Nolan 1963, 
Thompson and Nolan 1973, Wilcove 1985). Martin (1988) showed that predation can 
affect patterns of species distribution and abundance and showed that for some species of 
neotropical migrant songbirds, predation is the major cause of nest loss (Martin 1989). 
Terborgh (1989) concluded that predation rates in some suburban parks and woodland 
areas of the eastern United States were high enough to eliminate some species that might 
otherwise nest successfully, but less is known about western neotropical migrants (Dobkin 
1992). For many years, researchers have documented the effects of predation on game 
bird populations and observed increases in nest success and nesting density when predators 
were removed (e.g.. Baiser et al. 1968, Chesness et al. 1968, Schranck 1972, Duebbert 
and Kantrud 1974, Duebbert and Lokemoen 1980). Clearly, biologists and resource 
managers recognize the role of predation in affecting some bird populations.
Most avian studies in the Ninepipe area (e.g., Lokemoen 1962, Sovey 1988, Tsai 
1989, Forman 1993, Hall in prep.) have emphasized waterfowl or ring-necked pheasant 
(Phasianus colchicusl populations. Several of these studies have evaluated the effects of 
egg predation by striped skunks (Mephitis mephitisl on nesting success. Lokemoen (1962) 
studied productivity of redhead (Ay thy a americana) populations and concluded that striped 
skunks were the most common and effective mammalian predator in the Ninepipe area, 
especially after potholes dried up and made redhead nests accessible to terrestrial predators.
Tsai (1989) studied ring-necked pheasant nest success in 1987 and 1988 at Ninepipe. 
He found 102 nests, of which 34% were eventually depredated. Tsai's work came when 
skunk removal had just begun at Ninepipe, and he was able to compare pre-removal
1
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pheasant nest success in 1987 with nest success after skunk removal had begun in 1988. 
Although pheasant nest success was slightly higher after skunk removal (42% in 1988 
vs. 35% in 1987), the difference was not statistically significant Tsai hypothesized 
that skunks were opportunistic egg predators and that their encounter rates with nests 
were dependent on the quality and distribution of vegetative cover, abundance of 
alternate prey, and skunk densities. He did not attempt to identify the predator species 
causing nest destruction, which is much more difficult than assumed earlier 
(Greenwood 1986, Klett et al. 1986, Trevor et al. 1991), and felt that avian or other 
mammalian predators could have been responsible for some nest losses. Pengeroth 
(1991) documented decreasing densities of skunks in the Ninepipe area after skunk 
trapping was instituted in 1988, and duck nest densities and duck nest success have 
increased after several years of skunk removal at Ninepipe (Forman 1993, Hall in 
prep.).
In recent years, wildlife managers have become more interested in the 
conservation and management of nongame birds, and bird species other than 
waterfowl are found in managed wildlife areas (Duebbert 1981). Researchers often 
find nests of other birds while conducting searches for duck nests (Duebbert and 
Lokemoen 1977). In addition, evidence of recent declines in populations of birds such 
as American bitterns (Botaurns lentiginosus). northern harriers (Circus cvaneus). and 
short-eared owls (Asio flammeusl have been cause for concern, because some 
populations have exhibited declines that are potentially dangerous and apparently non- 
cyclical in nature (Arbib 1975). In addition, many other bird species nesting on the 
study area are declining in abundance (Appendix A).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Little is known of the population dynamics of nongame ground-nesting birds in 
some grassland areas of the United States and Canada (Kantrud and Higgins 1992). 
Detailed information is also not available about the status of nongame ground-nesters 
at Ninepipe National Wildlife Refuge, Kicking Horse Reservoir, or Pablo National 
Wildlife Refuge. In 1991, Forman (1993) continued research in the Ninepipe and 
Pablo areas with waterfowl, while my research focussed on nongame birds in the 
same area. We used the same nest searching methods, sampled the same fields, and 
exchanged data accordingly. Skunk removal occurred at the Ninepipe and Kicking 
Horse areas, while the Pablo area served as the control area with no skunk removal. I 
described the composition of the nesting communities of nongame birds in the 2 areas, 
and used dummy nests similar to Loiselle and Hoppes (1983) and Wilcove (1985) to 
compare relative predation rates between the skunk removal area and the control area.
I also assessed trends in predator populations to evaluate the effectiveness of the skunk 
removal program.
Specific objectives of my study were;
1. Determine species composition of nesting bird communities at 
Ninepipe/Kicking Horse and Pablo.
2. Document nest success and productivity for the most common ground-nesting 
species in the study area.
3. Determine effects of predation on ground-nesters.
4. Evaluate nest site selection relative to vegetative density.
STUDY AREA
Ninepipe, Kicking Horse, and Pablo Reservoirs are located on the Flathead 
Indian Reservation in northwestern Montana in a valley bottom called tlie lower 
Flathead Valley or Mission Valley (Fig. 1). Kicking Horse Reservoir and its adjacent
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. 1. The Flathead Indian Reservation, showing the location 
of Ninepipe Reservoir, Kicking Horse Reservoir and Pablo 
Reservoir.
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lands are owned by the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (CSKT) of the 
Flathead Reservation. Ninepipe National Wildlife Refuge is adjacent to Kicking Horse 
and is owned by the CSKT and is in refuge easement status to the U. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS). Pablo National Wildlife Refuge is 21 km north of 
Ninepipe and Kicking Horse and also lies on lands owned by the CSKT and in refuge 
easement to the USFWS. Most lands adjacent to the 2 Refuges are federally managed 
Waterfowl Production Areas (WPAs) or are state managed Wildlife Management Areas 
(WMAs). Two areas of land included were privately owned.
The reservoir system in the study area was constructed in 1921 as part of a 
massive federal irrigation project in the Mission Valley, and irrigation continues as the 
primary use of water from the 3 reservoirs today. Water levels typically remain low 
from fall until spring, then rise from late spring through summer due to a network of 
canals feeding the system runoff from the Mission Mountains. Supplemental water is 
also pumped to the canal network by a battery of pumps located on the lower Flathead 
River just above Kerr Dam.
Lokemoen (1962) noted evidence of old canals and previous irrigation on state 
lands in the Ninepipe area prior to his study but no irrigation took place on the area 
during my study. Irrigation and grazing on adjacent land, however, has brought vast 
changes to the area around the Refuges. Lokemoen (1962) classified part of the area 
as Palouse Prairie Climax but virtually none of that native habitat remains today. Most 
lands now support cultivated crops of wheat, barley, and alfalfa. WPA and WMA 
lands are managed as cover and food for wildlife and are usually planted with wheat, 
barley, alfalfa, sweetclover, orchard grass (Dactvlis glomerata). smooth brome
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(Bromus inermis). tall wheatgrass (Agropyron elongatuml. intermediate wheatgrass 
(A. intermedium) or combinations of these grasses and legumes (Tsai 1989, Pengeroth 
1991). Many parts of the study area have been invaded by Canada thistle (Cirsium 
arvense) and hoary cress or "whitetop" (Cardaria draba). both of which have been 
subjected to mowing and herbicide spraying by federal and state agencies. These 
weed control measures have occasionally affected the amount and quality of available 
nesting cover for all species of birds. Common forbs and grasses in the area include 
willow herb (Epilobium spp.), prickly lettuce (Lactuca serriola). mint (Mentha 
arvensis). foxtail (Alopecurus spp.), northern manna grass (Glvceria borealis), 
barnyard grass (Echinochloa crusgalli). and American slough grass (Beclonannia 
svzigachne) (Pengeroth 1991).
In the Ninepipe area, Lokemoen (1962) recorded the presence of trees only at 
scattered locations near abandoned farms and similar locations. Parts of the study area 
have been planted with numerous species of trees and shrubs since Lokemoen’s study, 
mostly to provide winter cover for ring-necked pheasants. These species include 
Russian olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia). buffalo berry (Shepherdia canadensis), 
caragana (Caragana spp.), honeysuckle (Lonicera spp.) chokecherry (Prunus 
virginiana). willow (Salix spp.). Rocky Mountain Juniper fJuniperus sconulorum). 
and Wood’s rose (Rosa woodsii). Stands of black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa) 
are naturally occurring in some parts of the study area.
The study area around Ninepipe and Kicking Horse is gently rolling and 
dominated by potholes formed by glaciation. Lokemoen (1962) mapped 686 potholes 
in a 10.5 km^ area—an average density of 65.3 per km^. This density is higher than 
pothole regions in South Dakota (13.4 per km^, Evans and Black 1956) and southeast
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Alberta (27.8 per km^, Keith 1961). Lokemoen noted that only 8% of Ninepipe 
potholes were over 0.4 hectares (1 acre) in size, compared with 39.3% in South 
Dakota, while southeast Alberta potholes were similar in size to those in the Ninepipe 
area. Most study area potholes are surrounded by cattails (Tvpha latifolial. hardstem 
bulrush (Scirpus acutus). Baltic rush (Juncus balticusl. sedges (Carex spp.) and 
spikesedges (Eleocharis spp.).
The study area around Kicking Horse reservoir is qualitatively different from 
Ninepipe in terms of nesting cover. While numerous potholes exist around Kicking 
Horse, vegetative cover on their periphery is generally reduced compared to Ninepipe. 
Most land adjacent to Kicking Horse is leased by the CSKT to a local stockmen's 
association and has been grazed by livestock for at least 80 years (V. Dupuis, pers. 
commun.). Dominant vegetation around Kicking Horse consists of bluegrass (Poa 
spp.), scattered clumps of western snowberry (Svmphoricarpos albusl and rose, 
spotted knapweed (Centaurea maculosa) and small patches of cattail, bulrushes, and 
rushes.
The influence of humans has apparently led to an imbalance in the natural 
predator-prey system in the Ninepipe area, with higher skunk densities than normal. 
Skunks have been able to take advantage of supplemental food sources such as 
garbage, and have used culverts, ditch banks, and abandoned buildings as denning 
sites. Since 1988, the Ninepipe/Kicking Horse area has been the focus of a predator 
removal program aimed at reducing striped skunk densities (Fig. 2). Skunk removal 
efforts have been concentrated in the early spring to summer months. The number of 
skunks removed has declined from 109 in 1988 (Pengeroth 1991) to 17 in 1992, while
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number of skunks removed per unit effort also declined (Table 1). In 1992, skunks 
were at low densities. Thirteen were trapped between March and June, and only 1 
was trapped from June untÜ trapping efforts were discontinued in early July. Three 
additional skunks were removed in 1992 as the result of incidental sightings.
The Pablo study area contains fewer potholes and many more trees than does the 
Ninepipe/Kicking Horse area. Land use patterns are similar, however, with adjacent 
agricultural lands and WMAs providing both food and cover for nesting birds. Lands 
within the Pablo refuge boundary are grazed by cattle in late spring and summer. 
Available upland nesting habitat is similar to the Ninepipe and Kicking Horse study 
areas, except for a higher density of trees at Pablo.
The climate of the study area is generally moderate, with warm, dry summers and 
mild to moderately harsh winters in most years. Data from the St. Ignatius weather 
station indicate mean monthly minimum temperatures in the winter are as low as -10“
C, with mean monthly maximum temperatures approaching 30° C. Mean annual 
precipitation is 41 cm/year (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 1990- 
92), and conditions during the study did not differ greatly from long-term averages.
METHODS
Nest searches
I used cable-chain drags (Klett et al. 1986) to search for nests in upland cover.
On large fields with few potholes, I used a standard 53 m cable-chain towed between 2 
jeeps. On smaller fields or fields with many potholes, a 37 m cable-chain drag or a 30 
m chain drag was towed between 4-wheel all-terrain cycles. I searched 358 ha in the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Table 1. Number of skunks removed, 1988 to 1992, and number removed per 1000 
trap-nights.
Year n of skunks removed per 1000 trap-nights
1988^ 109 15
1989^ 76 10
1990a 34 5
199 lb 28 5
1992b 14C 3
^Data from Pengeroth (1991) 
t*Data from Forman (1993)
C3 additional skunks removed as a result of incidental sightings
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skunk removal area and 168 ha in the control area in 1991. Logistics and changing 
land use practices forced minor changes in area searched after the 1991 field season, 
however, and I searched 392 ha in the skunk removal area and 133 ha in the control 
area in 1992. Selected fields were similar in land use pattern and vegetative type 
between Ninepipe and Pablo, but tree densities were higher at Pablo. Dense alfalfa 
fields at both Pablo and Ninepipe, grazed pasture lands in both areas, and lands 
managed for wildlife cover in both areas were searched (Table 2). Two fields in the 
skunk removal area were searched only in 1991, 3 were searched only in 1992, and 1 
field in the control area was searched only in 1991 (Appendix B).
Nest locations were recorded on maps taken from 35mm aerial photo slides. Data 
forms were similar to those used by the Northern Prairie Wildlife Research Center to 
record information about the nesL Field number and whether the area was in the 
skunk removal area or in the control area was noted on the data form. Nest number, 
species of bird, and date the nest was found was noted. I recorded a brief site 
description and vegetation type around the nest, status of the nest when found, noted 
the number of host eggs, and determined stage of incubation by floating eggs in water 
following Wesierskov (1950). Using this method, I was able to estimate nest 
initiation dates for each species. I also noted whether the nest was parasitized by 
brown-headed cowbirds fMoIothrus aterV Willow fSalix sp.) sprigs were placed 4 m 
north of the nest to indicate its location. A small area of bark was stripped off each 
willow and the nest number was written on the stripped area. This process minimized 
the possibility of attracting corvids or other predators by avoiding conspicuous 
markers. Nests were visited at intervals ranging from 1-12 days until nest fate was
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Table 2. Habitat type, treatment, and area searched (ha) in the skunk removal area and 
the control area.
1991 1992
Managed cover
skunk removal area 297 331
control area 14 14
Alfalfa
skunk removal area 11 11
control area 42 35
Pasture
skunk removal area 50 50
control area 112 84
TOTALS
skunk removal area 358 392
control area 168 133
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determined. Efforts were made to minimize disturbance to nest sites by restoring 
displaced vegetation, and eggs were covered with nest materials if incubating birds 
were flushed from the nest during rechecks. I also compared nest success from 
waterfowl in 1991-92 using data from Forman (1993) to nest success of the species I 
worked with. I compared nest densities for each year separately, and then made an 
overall comparison of density using the total area searched for the 2-year study and the 
total number of nests found for each species.
Visual obstruction readings
I took visual obstruction readings (Robel et al. 1970) at each nest when it was 
located. This process provided an estimate of vegetation density at each nest and 
provided a basis for comparison between different species as to preference for certain 
vegetation densities at the nest. Readings at the nest were compared with those taken 
on the same day 5 m north of duck nests in the same fields to assess whether birds 
were selecting for specific ranges of vegetation density. I created a new variable by 
subtracting a randomly-selected VOR taken on the same day 5 m north of a duck nest 
in the same field from the VOR taken at the nest of each of the species I worked with. 
The new variable was averaged for each species and a z-test was performed on the 
average. A positive z-score indicated selection for denser cover and a negative z-score 
indicated selection for sparser cover. A z-score not statistically different from zero 
indicated no preference for a specific vegetative density.
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Systematic visual obstruction readings
I conducted systematic visual obstruction readings (Robel et al. 1970) to assess 
vegetative density in each field before nest-searches were begun in the spring and 
again in the summer after all fields were searched 3 times. Straight-line transects were 
run through each study field and readings were taken every 1.6 ha (4 acres). Visual 
obstruction readings were taken from 20 April to 13 May and again from 2 July to 10 
July. These measurements provided a general overview of available nesting habitat in 
the study area, and were not statistically analyzed.
Scent stations
Scent station surveys (Linhart and Knowlton 1975) were conducted from 12-15 
August in 1991 and from 11-14 August in 1992 to evaluate relative predator 
abundance. I ran four, 4.5 km transects of scent stations in both the removal and 
control areas. Each transect contained 10 stations spaced at 0.5 km (0.3 mi) intervals. 
Stations were located at the sides of county roads with gravel surfaces, and consisted 
of a 1 m diameter circle of finely sifted earth with a plaster fatty-acid-scented disk 
(USFWS Supply Depot, Pocatello, ED) at the center of the circle. I checked stations 
each day for tracks and resifted the earth if necessary. Passing vehicles or other 
human activity, dust-bathing pheasants, or cattle rendered some stations inoperable, 
and such stations were not considered in the data analysis. Tracks were identified to 
species following Murie (1974), although 2 categories included more than one species 
(coyote (Canis latrans) or domestic dog; and small mammal). Small mammal presence 
was recorded in an attempt to quantify cyclical Microtus populations.
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AQifiçial.nest transects
I used artificial nest transects to assess variability in predation rates. I interpreted 
these rates as an index to the predation rates experienced by nesting birds, not as an 
absolute measure of nest losses. I ran transects of artificial nests at Pablo from 21 
May to 4 June and at Ninepipe from 22 May to 5 June. Nest transects were located 
between the road shoulder and the adjacent fenceline at a distance of 2-4 m from the 
road. A total of 70 nests was placed in each area, at a minimum distance of 0.16 km 
(0.1 mi) apart. Two types of nests, each containing 4 Japanese quail (Cotumix 
cotumix) eggs, were alternated along the transect. One nest consisted of a open cup 
made of the natural vegetation and the other was a dome-like nest of natural vegetation.
I took a visual obstruction reading at half of the artificial nests to evaluate possible 
effects of vegetation density on predation rates, and marked the location of each nest 
with a small strip of flagging on the adjacent fenceline. To avoid leaving human scent 
in the area, I wore rubber boots and gloves when handling eggs and nest materials.
I checked each nest at 7-day intervals for 14 days or until the nest was destroyed.
I considered the disappearance, displacement, or destruction of 1 or more eggs as 
evidence that a predator had visited the nest (Wilcove 1985). Nests were considered 
successful if at least 1 egg survived 14 days, and were considered depredated if no 
eggs survived 14 days.
RESULTS
Species composition, nest success, and nest density
I located 200 nests in the skunk removal area and 25 nests in the control area.
The most numerous species nesting in the skunk removal area were short-eared owls.
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western meadowlarks (Stumella neglecta). northern harriers, common snipe 
(Gallinago gallinagol. ring-necked pheasants, and killdeer fCharidrius vociferus)
(Table 3). Species most prevalent in the control area were meadowlarks and 
pheasants, followed by killdeer, savannah sparrow, short-eared owl, and snipe (Table 
4). Nest densities in the skunk removal area varied somewhat for each species between 
years, especially for short-eared owls and harriers (Table 5), while nest densities in the 
control area were more similar between years (Table 6).
Managed cover supported the widest variety of species (Table 7), while pasture 
(Table 8) and alfalfa (Table 9) supported fewer species. There was little difference in 
nests/km^ between the skunk removal area and the control area for managed cover.
The other 2 cover types supported more nests per km^ in the skunk removal area than 
in the control area.
Of the 200 nests found in the skunk removal area, 92 (46%) hatched , 32 
(16%)were depredated, 14 (7%) were of unknown fate, 8 (4%) were destroyed by 
nest-dragging equipment, 10 (5%) were abandoned due to investigative disturbance,
42 (21%) were hatched when found, and 2(1%) were eventually abandoned. Short­
eared owls accounted for 34 of 42 (81%) of nests that were hatched when found. For 
nest success calculations, I considered only nests of known fate that were not 
influenced by investigative activity. Nests with eggs that had already hatched when 
they were found also were not included. Therefore, 126 nests were included in the 
analysis of nest success for the skunk removal area, and the total percentage of hatched 
nests to all nests of known fate was 73%. Depredation accounted for 32 of 34 (94%) 
nest failures. Nest success varied somewhat for each species between years (Table 
10) but small sample sizes precluded statistical analysis of nest success between years
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Table 3. Number of nests found in the skunk removal area for each species, 1991-92.
n of nests n of nests
Species 1991 1992 Total
short-eared owl 25 57 82
western meadowlark 29 19 48
ring-necked pheasant 9 10 19
common snipe 9 6 15
northern harrier 1 12 13
Wilson’s phalarope 6 2 8
killdeer 5 3 8
savannah sparrow 2 0 2
American avocet 1 0 1
vesper sparrow 1 0 1
spotted sandpiper 1 0 1
American bittern 0 1 1
sora 0 1 1
ALS 89 111 200
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Table 4. Number of nests found in the control area for each species, 1991-92.
Species
n of nests 
1991
n of nests 
1992 Total
western meadowlark 2 3 5
ring-necked pheasant 0 5 5
killdeer 3 0 3
savannah sparrow 2 1 3
short-eared owl 2 1 3
common snipe 2 0 2
vesper sparrow 1 0 1
spotted sandpiper 1 0 1
sora 0 1 1
northern harrier 0 1 1
TOTALS 13 12 25
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Table 5. Nest densities^ (n/km^) for species nesting in the skunk removal area, 1991-
92.
Species
n/kmZ
1991
n/km2
1992
n/km^
avg.
short-eared owl 7.0 14.5 10.9
western meadowlark 8.1 4.8 6.4
ring-necked pheasant 2.5 2.6 2.5
common snipe 2.5 1.5 2.0
northern harrier 0.3 3.1 1.7
Wilson’s phalarope 1.7 0.5 1.1
killdeer 1.4 0.8 1.1
savannah sparrow 0.6 0.0 0.3
American avocet 0.3 0.0 0.1
vesper sparrow 0.3 0.0 0.1
spotted sandpiper 0.3 0.0 0.1
American bittern 0.0 0.3 0.1
sora 0.0 0.3 0.1
^based on area searched 3 times during the nesting season
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Table 6. Nest densities^ (n/km^) for species nesting in the control area, 1991-92.
n/km^ n/km2 n/km2
Species 1991 1992 avg
western meadowlark 1.2 2.3 1.7
ring-necked pheasant 0.0 3.8 1.7
killdeer 1.8 0.0 1.0
savannah sparrow 1.2 0.8 1.0
short-eared owl 1.2 0.8 1.0
common snipe 1.2 0.0 0.7
vesper sparrow 0.6 0.0 0.3
spotted sandpiper 0.6 0.0 0.3
sora 0.0 0.8 0.3
northern harrier 0.6 0.0 0.3
^based on area searched 3 times during the nesting season
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Table 7. Nest densities (n/km^) and n of nests for each species found in managed
cover, 1991-92.
1991
removal
1991
control
1992
removal
1992
control
removal
avg.
control
avg.
short-eared owl 8.1 14.3 17.2 7.1 11.3 10.7
n of nests 24 2 57 1
meadowlark 9.1 0 3.3 14.3 6.1 7.1
n of nests 27 0 11 2
harrier 0.3 0 3.6 7.1 2.1 3.6
n of nests 1 0 12 1
pheasant 2.4 0 3.0 0 2.7 0
n of nests 7 0 10 0
snipe 2.4 0 1.5 0 2.0 0
n of nests 7 0 5 0
phalarope 1.0 0 0 0 0.5 0
n of nests 3 0 0 0
killdeer 1.7 0 0.9 0 1.3 0
n of nests 5 0 3 0
savannah sparrow 0.7 0 0 0 0.3 0
n of nests 2 0 0 0
vesper sparrow 0.3 7.1 0 0 0.2 3.6
n of nests 1 1 0 0
avocet 0.3 0 0 0 0.2 0
n of nests 1 0 0 0
spotted sandpiper 0.3 0 0 0 0.2 0
n of nests 1 0 0 0
sora 0 0 0.3 0 0.2 0
n of nests 0 0 1 0
bittern 0 0 0.3 0 0.2 0
n of nests 0 0 1 0
TOTALS 2 6 .6 2 1 .4 3 0 .1 2 8 .5 2 7 .3 2 5 .0
n of nests 79 3 100 4
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Table 8. Nest densities (n/km^) and n of nests for each species found in pasture,
1991-92.
1991
removal
1991
control
1992
removal
1992
control
removal
avg.
control
avg.
meadowlark 4.0 1.8 14.0 1.2 9.0 1.5
n of nests 2 2 7 1
pheasant 0 0 0 3.4 0 1.5
n of nests 0 0 0 3
snipe 4.0 1.8 2.0 0 3.0 1.0
n of nests 2 2 1 0
phalarope 6.0 0 4.0 0 5.0 0
n of nests 3 0 2 0
killdeer 0 2.7 0 0 0 1.5
n of nests 0 3 0 0
savannah sparrow 0 1.8 0 1.2 0 1.5
n of nests 0 2 0 1
spotted sandpiper 0 0.9 0 0 0 0.5
n of nests 0 1 0 0
sora 0 0.9 0 1.2 0 1.0
n of nests 0 1 0 1
TOTALS 1 4 .0 9 .9 2 0 .0 7 .2 1 7 .0 8 .5
n of nests 7 11 10 6
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Table 9. Nest densities (n/km^) and n of nests for each species found in alfalfa, 1991-
92.
1991
removal
1991
control
1992
removal
1992
control
removal
avg.
control
avg.
short-eared owl 9.1 0 0 0 4.5 0
n of nests 1 0 0 0
meadowlark 0 0 9.1 0 4.5 0
n of nests 0 0 1 0
pheasant 18.2 0 0 5.7 9.1 2.6
n of nests 2 0 0 2
TOTALS 2 7 .3 0 9 .1 5 .7 18 .1 2 .6
n of nests 3 0 1 2
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Table 10. Number of nests^ and nest success for each year in the skunk removal area.
n of nests % success n of nests % success
Species 1991 1991 1992 1992
short-eared owl 7 43 37 81
western meadowlark 17 65 12 100
ring-necked pheasant 4 75 5 80
common snipe 8 100 6 67
northern harrier 1 0 12 83
Wilson’s phalarope 6 50 1 0
killdeer 3 33 1 0
savannah sparrow^ 1 0 —
vesper sparrow^ 1 100 - - —
American avocet^ 1 100 — —
spotted sandpiper*) 1 0 — —
American bittern^ — — 1 0
soraC — 1 100
%not including disturbed , damaged. or hatched when found
bno nests found in 1992 
^no nests found in 1991
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for the skunk removal area, and too few nests were found in the control area for 
comparisons between years. In the control area 25 nests were located, and of these 11 
(44%) hatched, 6 (24%) were unsuccessful, 1 (4%) was of unknown fate, 1 (4%) was 
destroyed by nest-dragging equipment, 1 (4%) was abandoned due to investigative 
disturbance and 5 (20%) were hatched when they were found. I considered 17 nests 
in the analysis of nest success for the control area, and the percentage of hatched nests 
to all nests of known fate was 65%. Depredation accounted for 100% of the 6 nest 
failures in the control area, and there was no statistical difference between the 
proportion of hatched nests in the removal area versus the control area (X^ = 0.32, df, 
= 1, p > 0.05).
Nest success calculations (Mayfield 1975, Johnson 1979) were performed on the 
7 most numerous species in the skunk removal area. Due to the small sample sizes 
found for some species, the data were pooled for both years of the study for nest 
success calculations. Five of the 7 species experienced Mayfield success rates of 50% 
or greater (Table 11). Of these 5 species, all had at least 9 nests that were included in 
the analysis. In the control area, sample sizes for each species were too small to 
provide any meaningful estimates of nest success, but taken altogether, 11 of 17 
(65%) nests of known fate hatched.
Nest parasitism by brown-headed cowbirds did not appear to be important, and 
was mostly concentrated in one field in the skunk removal area. In this field, I found 
3 instances of nest parasitism on meadowlarks in 1991, with 1 to 3 cowbird eggs in 
each nest. I found one instance of parasitism in a savannah spaiTOw nest in another 
removal area field in 1991. In the instance of the savannah sparrow nest, the nest
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Table 11. Nest success calculations (Mayfield 1975, Johnson 1979) for the 7 most
numerous species nesting in the skunk removal area, 1991-92.
Species
n
of nests^
apparent^ nest 
success (%)
Mayfield nest 
success (%) 95% Cl
short-eared owl 44 75.0 50.3 32.7-77.0
w. meadowlark 31 74.2 57.2 36.9-87.7
n. harrier 13 76.9 68.9 44.9-100.0
pheasant 9 77.7 55.9 24.0-100.0
snipe 12 83.3 71.3 43.8-100.0
phalarope 7 42.8 16.0 2.5-93.4
killdeer 3 33.3 28.2 4.5-100.0
Excluding nests that were disturbed, damaged, or hatched when found
^apparent nest success is the ratio of successful nests to all nests of known fate and 
was 73% for both years combined
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contained 2 nestlings and 2 sparrow eggs when it was found. When I checked the 
nest 2 days later, it contained 1 cowbird egg and 1 sparrow egg, and the nest was 
unattended. No instances of nest parasitism were noted at Ninepipe or Kicking Horse 
in 1992. In 1991 in the control area, I did not discover any nest parasitism by 
cowbirds. In 1992,1 found one nest containing a meadowlark nestling and a cowbird
egg.
Vegetative density at nests
Of the more numerous species found during nest-dragging in the skunk removal 
area, northern harriers tended to nest in the most dense cover, followed by ring-necked 
pheasants, short-eared owls, common snipe, western meadowlarks, and Wilson’s 
phalaropes (Table 12). Small sample sizes in the control area prevented any 
meaningful comparison of VOR between species. Statistical analysis of VORs in the 
skunk removal area revealed that harriers nested in denser cover than pheasants, but 
the difference was not significant (t = 0.38, df = 45, p > 0.05). However, harriers 
nested in denser cover than short-eared owls (t = 2.50, df = 50,0.02 > p > 0.01), 
snipe (t = 4.1, df = 23, p < 0.01), meadowlarks (t = 8.4, df = 39, p < 0.01, and 
phalaropes (t = 6.68, df = 16, p < 0.01). Pheasants also nested in relatively dense 
cover, but the only significant difference was with phalaropes (t = 2.42, df = 11,0.05 
> p > 0.02). Short-eared owls nested in significantly more dense cover than 
meadowlarks (t = 4.63, df = 67, p < 0.01), and phalaropes (t = 3.67, df = 44, p < 
0.01). Significant differences in vegetation density existed between snipe and 
meadowlarks (t = 2.03, df = 40, 0.05 > p > 0.02, and between snipe and
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Table 12. Visual obstruction readings in dm (Robel et al. 1970) taken from 107* nests 
in 1991 and 1992 in the skunk removal area.
Species n mean standard deviation
harrier 12 2.72 0.70
pheasant 7 2.17 1.03
short-eared owl 40 2.03 0.88
snipe 13 1.57 0.70
w. meadowlark 29 1.21 0.44
Wilson’s phalarope 6 0.69 0.36
^Total nests used in Mayfield nest success calculations was 126; VOR data are missing 
from 19 nests
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phalaropes (t = 2.85, df = 17,0.02 > p > 0.01). Western meadowlarks nested in 
significantly more dense cover than phalaropes (t = 2.73, df = 33, p < 0.01). Of the 
remaining species, small sample sizes precluded statistical analysis. All comparisons 
were made from an average VOR for each species with data from 1991 and 1992 
combined.
Analysis of VORs for each nest compared with a randomly selected VOR taken 
on the same day and in the same field 5 m north of a duck nest revealed that some 
species appeared to select for certain ranges of cover compared to what was available. 
For both years of the study, sufficient numbers of both short-eared owls and 
meadowlarks allowed separate analysis of VORs for each year, but small sample sizes 
for other species led to the analysis of VORs for both years combined. Wilson’s 
phalaropes exhibited the strongest preference for sparse cover (z = -3.00, p = 0.003). 
Conversely, the strongest preference for dense cover was found for pheasants (z =
1.97, p = 0.049). Northern harriers also showed a preference for dense cover (z =
1.82, p = 0.069), as did short-eared owls in 1992 (z = 1.79, p = 0.073). None of the 
other species showed strong preferences for either dense or sparse cover at this scale.
Available vegetative densitv in fields
As expected, VORs taken in spring were lower than those taken in summer.
Spring measurements in 1992 were usually higher than spring measurements in 1991.
In 1991, spring measurements in the skunk removal area were 0.26-1.24 dm, and in 
1992 spring measurements for the same fields were 0.30-2.28 dm, and summer 
measurements were similar between years (Table 13). Differences between spring and
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Table 13. Visual obstruction readings (Robel et al. 1970) taken along systematic 
transects in the skunk removal area during both years of the study.
1991 1992
*not searched in 1991 
K
not searched in 1992
Field name spring summer spring summer
Hanging 80 0.46 2.56 1.17 2.45
East Sandsmark^ 1.00 2.61
North Sandsmark^ 1.30 1.93
West Sandsmark^ 1.26 1.64
Herak 0.38 2.66 1.68 2.45
Hwy. 93 0.27 3.86 1.50 2.02
Montgomery 0.32 2.48 1.23 3.67
Duck Haven NW^ 0.34 3.17
Duck Haven 80^ 3.20 ------
St. Alfalfa 0.67 6.64 0.68 2.48
Allentown 1.22 0.68 1.96
N. clover 1.24 6.73 2.28 4.04
S. clover 1.09 4.06 1.00 4.00
Charlo Hwy. 0.36 2.89 1.37 2.94
K.H. south 0.27 0.68 0.30 0.42
K.H. north 0.26 0.38 0.31 0.30
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summer VORs taken in the control area were similar to those observed in the skunk 
removal area (Table 14).
Relative skunk abundance
I recorded 231 station nights in the skunk removal area and 227 station nights in 
the control area. In both years of the study, more skunks were noted in the control 
area than in the removal area. In 1991, skunks visited stations in the skunk removal 
area at a rate significantly lower (X^ = 4.26, df = 1, p = 0.04) than in the control area. 
In 1992, the removal area visitation rate by skunks was again lower, but the difference 
was not statistically significant. Other animals, including feral or domestic cats, 
coyote or domestic dogs, small mammals, and raccoon fProcvon lotor) also visited 
scent stations (Table 15).
Depredation on artificial nests
Artificial nest transects in the skunk removal area were depredated at a slightly 
lower rate (Fisher exact test, p = 0.055) than artificial nests in the control area. Out of 
69 nests in the control area, 9 (13%) were depredated within 14 days, while 4 out of 
63 (6%) removal area nests were depredated within 14 days. Small sample sizes of 
depredated nests precluded statistical analysis, but nest depredation did not appear to 
depend on the type of nest used or the VOR at the nest site. In both areas, depredation 
was evenly distributed between the first and second week of exposure (Table 16).
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Table 14. Visual obstruction readings (Robel et al. 1970) taken along systematic 
transects in the control area during both years of the study.
1991 1992
&not searched in 1992
Field name spring summer spring summer
Horte 0.25 2.78 0.28 0.25
Johnson 80^ 0.32 2.64
Speedway 0.70 2.69 0.83 1.50
North Pablo 0.30 0.55 0.44 0.75
South Pablo 1.90 0.74 1.60
Pablo alfalfa 0.51 7.05 0.52 4.42
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Table 15. Summary of scent station visits for both study areas, 1991-92.
Skunk removal area& (# visits) Control areab (# visits)
Species 1991 1992 Total 1991 1992 Total
Skunk 3 4 7 10 6 16
Coyote/dog 9 12 21 12 13 25
DomVferal cat 9 11 20 20 23 43
sm. mammal 13 13 26 9 12 21
raccoon 1 0 1 0 1 1
&117 station-nights in 1991, 114 in 1992 
^113 station-nigh ts in 1991, 114 in 1992
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Table 16. Summary of artificial nest transect data, 1992.
Skunk removal area Control area
Total nests 63 69
Depredated nests 4 9
# depredated w/in 7 days 2 4
# depredated between 7-14 days 2 5
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DISCUSSION
Even though more nests were found in the skunk removal area, species 
composition was fairly comparable between areas, suggesting overall similarity 
between the skunk removal area and the control area. Forman (1993) also found 
similar waterfowl species composition between the 2 areas in 1991-92, but reported 
higher overall densities in the Ninepipe and Kicking Horse areas than at Pablo. I did 
not document a great deal of difference in nesting densities for managed cover in my 
study, but observed some difference m alfalfa and pasture.
The difference in the total number of nests located likely was the amount of 
managed cover searched. Managed cover appeared to be a preferred nesting habitat for 
many species in the study area. Some species seemed to show a strong preference for 
nesting in this habitat type. In the skunk removal area, short-eared owl, northern 
harrier, and ring-necked pheasant nests were found almost exclusively in managed 
cover. In the control area, I found 7 nests of 4 different species in the only field of 
managed cover. Density calculations for short-eared owls and meadowlarks for this 
field were comparable to nest densities at Ninepipe for short-eared owls and 
meadowlarks. Nest density for all fields containing managed cover was virtually 
identical between the skunk removal area (27.3/km^) and the control area (25.0/km^). 
However, since only 14 ha of managed cover was searched at Pablo, this comparison 
should be interpreted with caution.
There were no birds nesting exclusively on pasture land in either the skunk 
removal area or the control area, but most birds nesting in pasture lands were those
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that appeared to favor more open nesting habitat. The Kicking Horse study fields 
were pasture lands that supported meadowlarks, snipe, and Wilson’s phalaropes, but 
did not support nests of larger birds such as short-eared owls, pheasants, or harriers. 
Numerous killdeer were observed on the study fields at Kicking Horse, but their 
behavior made their nests difficult to locate. Only 1 killdeer nest was found at Kicking 
Horse, and this nest was an incidental location while conducting vegetative density 
measurements and was not included in the total. Parts of the control area were lightly 
grazed and supported several pheasant nests and 1 sora nest, and these birds were not 
found nesting in removal area pasture lands, which tended to be more heavily grazed. 
Overall densities of nests located in pasture in the skunk removal area (17.0/km^) were 
somewhat higher than those found in control area pasture (8.5/km2), but sample sizes 
were very small, and these data were not analyzed for statistical significance.
Alfalfa fields in both areas did not contribute significantly to nest totals. I found 1 
meadowlark nest, 1 pheasant nest and I short-eared owl nest in alfalfa fields in the 
skunk removal area, and 2 pheasant nests in alfalfa fields in the control area. I did not 
find any nests in alfalfa fields of the smaller birds in the study area. For the 2 years of 
the study, birds nested in higher densities in the skunk removal area alfalfa fields 
(18.1/km2) than in the control area alfalfa fields (2.6/km^), but the total proportion of 
nests found in alfalfa compared to all 3 cover types was minimal. Meadowlarks and 
sparrows commonly use fine dead grasses in the inner lining of their woven nests 
(Harrison 1979), and alfalfa fields appeared to lack significant amounts of fine grasses 
available for nest-building.
While 89 nests were found in 1991 and 111 were found in 1992 in the removal 
area, there was some variation in number within species from year to year. I found 25
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short-eared owl nests in 1991 and 57 in 1992. The availability of meadow voles 
(MiÇlTQtlilS pennsvlvanicu.s~) as prey likely contributed to the difference between years. 
Numbers of voles were lower in 1991 than in 1992 (J. Grant, Montana Department of 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks, unpubl. data), and numerous researchers have indicated the 
link between nesting short-eared owl densities and microtine rodent cycles (e.g., 
Mikkola 1983, Cramp 1985, VUlage 1987, Voous 1988).
Northern harriers were also found in differing densities during each year of the 
study. I found 1 harrier nest in 1991 and 12 in 1992. Since nesting harriers also 
respond to changes in microtine rodent cycles, often with increased instances of 
polygyny (Erlich et al. 1988), it seems likely that Microtus cycles had an important 
influence on the number of harriers and owls nesting on the skunk removal area 
between years. In 1984-85, Sutherland (1987) reported higher nesting densities in 
North Dakota for harriers (1.35/km^ in 1984, 1.26/km^ in 1985) than any previously 
reported in North America. In 1992,1 documented nesting densities for harriers of 
3.1/km^, suggesting that habitat conditions and prey availability were excellent for 
nesting harriers.
The fact that only 3 owl nests and 1 harrier nest were found during the study at 
Pablo again suggests that the amount of managed cover may have played a role. Owls 
and harriers preferred to nest in areas with suitable nesting sites and with an abundance 
of nearby prey, and managed cover appeared to provide these requirements. If vole 
abundance was lower in pasture and alfalfa fields and higher in managed cover, 
nesting owls and harriers may have selected for these fields, and if more of this habitat 
was available at Pablo for nesting, we might have found more owl and harrier nests.
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The small sample size observed for some of the smaller birds may be indicative of 
the difficulty associated with finding their nests. In study of the nesting ecology of the 
eastern meadowlark (Stumella magna). Roseberry and Klimstra (1970) noted that 
meadowlarks were not well studied, which probably reflected the difficulty involved in 
finding large numbers of their well-concealed nests. Similarly, Higgins (1986) found 
large numbers of nesting waterfowl and non-passerine birds in nesting studies in 
North Dakota, but found too few of any other species for any valid assessment of 
nesting success. The relative ease with which nests can be found by researchers has 
probably biased the analysis of nesting studies in favor of larger, more easily visible 
nests.
Because owl nests were usually in fairly open areas and were not difficult to 
locate, they would seem vulnerable to predation. However, short-eared owls probably 
rely on several strategies to defend their nest. Mikkola (1983) cited several instances 
where aggressive interactions occurred between nesting owls and egg-eating avian 
predators. Similarly, Voous (1988) stated that short-eared owls could be very 
aggressive toward terrestrial predators and toward human intruders. However, Tate 
(1992) felt that their best defense was cryptic coloration and the fact that the female sat 
very tight at the nest, often while observers passed within 2 m of the nest. It is also 
well established that owls frequently perform distraction displays to mislead predators 
(Saunders 1913, Kitchin 1919, Umer 1921), a behavior that was also observed during 
this study. Because 34 of 82 (41%) of all short-eared owl nests were already hatched 
when they were found, actual nest success for this species is probably even higher 
than my estimates.
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Compared with data from duck nests (Forman 1993), the birds in my study 
experienced slightly higher rates of apparent nest success. At Ninepipe and Kicking 
Horse, the overall percentage of hatched duck nests to all nests used in Mayfield 
calculations was 46% in 1991 and 77% in 1992, averaging 66% for both years. In my 
study, I observed apparent success rates of 63% in 1991 and 80% in 1992, averaging 
73% for both years. At Pablo, apparent nest success rates for ducks were 27% in 
1991 and 62% in 1992, averaging 42% for both years. The birds I studied at Pablo 
hatched at an apparent success rate of 50% in 1991 and 78% in 1992, for an average 
of 65% for both years.
The small size and concealed nature of nests of most other birds in my study 
probably contributed to the overall higher success rate of these nests compared to duck 
nests. The energetic reward to a predator associated with finding a duck nest is much 
higher than for a much smaller passerine bird nest.
The time of nest initiation may play a major role in determining where birds 
choose to locate their nests. Although owls did not appear to select for dense cover 
compared to what was available, they were the earliest to initiate nesting attempts. By 
backdating from the estimated stage of incubation, I calculated an average nest 
initiation date for short-eared owls of 13 April. Some owls were estimated to have 
initiated nesting in early to mid-March. At the time owls were actually initiating 
nesting attempts, they may have been selecting for aspects of cover quality that were 
not evident by the time I actually located the nest The other 2 species that nested in 
denser cover were pheasants and harriers, and these 2 species also initiated nesting 
earlier than most other species. These factors should be taken into account when
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considering VORs taken at the nest and whether those measurements are statistically 
different from random measurements.
Systematic VORs showed that cover density was fairly similar between the skunk 
removal area and the control area, and that alfalfa fields were similar in vegetative 
density to fields containing managed cover. These differences are interesting in light 
of the fact that different species were usually found nesting in these 2 field types, 
indicating that habitat selection for some species involves more than just visual 
obstruction. However, the systematic transects were useful in illustrating the overall 
similarity between various fields in the skunk removal area and the control area, and 
also differences between pasture lands, alfalfa fields, and fields containing managed 
cover.
Scent station data were useful in illustrating that skunk densities are lower at 
Ninepipe and Kicking Horse than they are at Pablo. Combined with reduced trapping 
success over the last 5 years, these data indicate the success of the skunk removal 
program in at least the short-term. The scent station methodology may also be useful 
in determining relative abundance of other predators as well, since coyotes and other 
mammals also visited scent stations. The method utilizing roadside scent stations 
provided a convenient method of analyzing predator abundance over a large area in a 
relatively short time.
Some scent stations in the skunk removal area indicated the presence of skunks 
nearer the outermost boundaries of the skunk removal area, indicating that the area oi 
skunk removal may be functioning as a population “sink”. The effectiveness of the 
trapping program will likely be dependent on what the population of skunks just
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outside the boundary is, and to what extent skunks are inclined to disperse into the 
area.
The scent station method also might indicate skunk density early in spring, if 
stations were conducted prior to trapping efforts. Numbers of skunks determined 
from scent stations could then be compared from spring and late summer station data 
to more precisely and accurately determine what effect trapping is having on 
populations. In any case, the scent station data provided valuable information about 
relative skunk densities, as well as relative densities of other predators in both areas.
Over the long term, other predators may become more of a factor in the nesting 
ecology of birds at Ninepipe. If so, long-term scent station data could provide 
meaningful insights into any changes in predator communities. If research continues 
at Ninepipe, Kicking Horse, and Pablo, it will be necessary to continue the scent 
stations in the same locations to provide meaningful data for long-term trends and 
comparisons.
Data from artificial nest transects indicated a better comparison of nesting success 
between the skunk removal and the control area than did natural nests, although the 
difference was only marginally significant. Although not enough evidence remained at 
depredated nests to determine which predator species was responsible, there was 
enough difference in the overall results to conclude that relative rates of nest 
depredation are probably different between the 2 areas.
Overall depredation rates in both the skunk removal area (6%) and the control area 
(13%) were fairly low. One possible explanation for this result was the design of the 
experiment I hypothesized that predators might use roadside areas as travel corridors 
to move from one area to another. In intensively cultivated areas, roadside ditches
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were often the only areas with any vegetation to provide security cover for moving 
about, as some fields adjacent to artificial nest transects were either plowed, mowed, 
or grazed. I anticipated that predators using these roadsides as travel corridors would 
have a high chance of discovering an artificial nest Predators that were able to travel 
through large fields of contiguous cover would not have to depend on a narrow 
roadside strip as a travel corridor, and would not be expected to discover a nest in a 
roadside area. Therefore, the design of the nest transect should have provided a 
somewhat biased result of higher than expected nest predation. The results of the 
experiment did not bear this out. Skunks and other predators simply may not have 
utilized roadside travel corridors to the extent I anticipated, and thus had little or no 
opportunity to discover the nests. With no scent to attract them to an artificial nest, 
they may have had little incentive to forage along or travel through roadside ditch 
areas.
One of the problems associated with the use of artificial nests could be the 
absence of an incubating bird at the site. Some incubating birds are likely to flush or 
otherwise become visible when a predator approaches, and thus a predator may then 
actively search for the nest. Without an incubating bird as a cue, predators might not 
have had a proximate mechanism to stimulate them to search for a nest.
Another possibility previously mentioned was the effect of the vole population in 
1992. Were artificial nest experiments conducted in 1991 when vole populations were 
lower, I might have observed higher rates of predation. It seems likely that when vole 
populations are low, predators normally subsisting on voles may be forced to switch 
to another prey item, such as eggs, nestlings, and birds. When vole populations are 
higher, as they were in 1992, predators may have little incentive to seek out other
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prey. Other researchers (e.g. Byers 1974, Weller 1979, Erlinge et al. 1984) have 
examined predator-prey relationships and concluded that voles could function as buffer 
prey species for nest predators.
Very high densities of voles can have profound effects on the vegetation. In the 
winter of 1990-91, vole populations crashed after attaining very high densities, and the 
vegetation was nearly denuded in some areas. Birds were then forced to nest in 
sparsely vegetated areas, and predators normally subsisting on voles could have been 
forced to switch to other prey items. The lower density of vegetation made ground- 
nesting birds and their eggs more vulnerable to these predators. Therefore, had 
artificial nest transects been conducted in 1991, the results might have been very 
different from results observed from artificial nest experiments in 1992.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Results of my research suggest similar apparent nest success rates between the 
skunk removal area and the control area and similar nest densities in managed cover. 
Thus, I am unable to conclude that skunk trapping has been beneficial to birds on the 
study area other than ducks, where increased nest success and nesting densities have 
been well-documented (Forman 1993, Hall in prep.). This interpretation is 
preliminary, and more data are needed to accurately determine the relationships 
between skunks and bird communities in the study area. I have several 
recommendations in this regard.
Long-term data collection is essential to understand the relationships between the 
various species of ground-nesting birds and their predators in the Ninepipe, Kicking
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Horse, and Pablo areas. My first recommendation is that data collection continue with 
the aim of gathering information on birds other than waterfowl. This effort should 
focus on ways to gather as much information about as many species as possible. 
Included in these efforts should be attempts to determine fledging success in addition 
to hatching success.
Alternative methods of finding nests should be explored. My intuition is that 
there may be no suitable alternative to intensive searching on foot, if the goal is to find 
as many nests as is possible. Some variations on this method may be using a rope 
drag (Johnson and Temple 1990), or utilizing teams of 5 or more walking abreast 
parting the vegetation with sticks (Roseberry and Klimstra 1970). Future research 
may compare the relative effectiveness of different methods in locating nests of 
passerines and other birds.
A long-term study of the population dynamics of small mammals on the study 
area should be pursued. This research should focus on population fluctuations, effects 
on vegetation, and predator-prey interactions and dynamics. Small mammals, 
especially meadow voles, appear to play a major role in the system of predators, their 
prey, and vegetation in the Ninepipe, Kicking Horse, and Pablo areas. Understanding 
and quantifying this interaction will lead to a better understanding of the community as 
a whole.
Scent stations should be conducted in the spring as well as in late summer. 
Although spring rains may make this difficult, the results could be helpful in 
determining skunk populations levels before trapping. It could also help determine 
any numeric response by other predators, in the absence of high skunk densities.
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Until better methods lead to a comparable sample size of real nests between areas, 
the artificial nest experiments should continue to be a major part of any research effort. 
They will provide a controlled, replicated, testable way of comparing relative predation 
rates between the Ninepipe/Kicking Horse area and Pablo. Future experimental design 
could include transects running through larger, more contiguous blocks of cover rather 
than along roads. Sample sizes of nests could be increased to provide a better estimate 
of relative predation.
Ways of positively determining species of predator responsible for nest 
destruction should be explored, and also patterns of nest destruction by specific 
predators should be examined. One method worth exploring is continuous 
observation of artificial nests and documentation of how predators leave evidence of 
their species at destroyed nests. Although labor intensive, this method could prove 
invaluable in accurately determining which predators are of most importance when 
managing for nesting birds.
Lastly, the skunk removal program should be phased out. Where human 
influences in the form of supplemental food sources and denning sites have been 
identified and removed, the skunk removal program should be discontinued. Only 
then will we really know whether what we perceive as an unnatural situation has, in 
fact, been restored to a sustainable relationship between ground-nesting birds and their 
nest predators.
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APPENDIX A
TREND DATA BASED ON BREEDING BIRD SURVEYS OR OTHER DATA FOR 
SELECTED SPECIES NESTING IN THE STUDY AREA, 1991-92
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Table Al. Trend data based on Breeding Bird Surveys (Dobkin 1992) or other data (Erlich 
et al. 1988) for species nesting in the study area, 1991-92 (data not available (N/A) for 
some species).
Species Montana trend Western U.S. trend
short-eared owl significant decline significant decline
western meadowlark slight decline significant decline
ring-necked pheasant N/A N/A
common snipe N/A N/A
northern harrier significant decline significant decline
Wilson’s phalarope N/A N/A
killdeer slight decline stable
savannah sparrow significant decline significant increase
American avocet N/A N/A
vesper sparrow decline slight decline
spotted sandpiper N/A significant decline
American bittern decline decline
sora N/A N/A
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APPENDIX B
FIELD NAME, APPROXIMATE SIZE, COVER TYPE, AND YEARS SEARCHED FOR 
THE NINEPIPE, KICKING HORSE, AND PABLO FIELDS, 1991-92
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Table Bl. Field name, approximate size, cover type, and years searched for the Ninepipe, 
Kicking Horse, and Pablo fields, 1991-92.
year searched
Field name^ Hectaresb cover tvpe 1991 1992
Hanging 80 (R) 30 managed cover X X
Herak WPA (R) 27 managed cover X X
East Sandsmark (R) 32 managed cover X
North Sandsmark(R) 33 managed cover X
Montgomery WPA (R) 17 managed cover X X
West Sandsmaik(R) 31 managed cover X
State 93 (R) 48 managed cover X X
Duck Haven NW (R) 36 managed cover X
Duck Haven 80 (R) 28 managed cover X
State alfalfa (R) 11 alfalfa X X
Allentown (R) 47 managed cover X X
North clover (R) 15 managed cover X X
South clover (R) 15 managed cover X X
Charlo highway (R) 18 managed cover X X
Sec. 27 (R) 9 managed cover X X
Kicking Horse S (R) 19 pasture X X
Kicking Horse N.(R) 31 pasture X X
Horte (C) 19 pasture X X
Johnson 80 (C) 30 pasture X
Speedway (C) 14 managed cover X X
Pablo N(C) 20 pasture X X
Pablo S (C) 45 pasture X X
Pablo alfalfa (C) 35 alfalfa X X
= skunk removal area, C = control area 
barea of some fields searched changed slightly between years due to varying water 
levels and land use practices
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